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My favorite part is when
the tape rolls to an end and
the cassette player
automatically shuts itself
off! Watch, there it goes!
Be all that you can be. Find
your future at CCC!
Oh* look! She's slobbering




Can it be a student from the



















Hey, you with the camera, ean't you see I'm



























































True friendship is likened unto the mustard
seeds,
I
Which is indeed among the least of all
seeds
—However, when friendship is sown with
true love,
Nurtured by true compassion,
And watered by much understanding;
It shall grow into a thing of beauty,
Andbe greater than a tall tree.
The birds of happiness shall land in its
branches,
And sing the song of peace.
To those who shall read
And understand what is written here,
May you go about sowing the seed of
friendship,
And may God bless you richly forever.
11

I'd like four large
cheese, two
pepperoni, three
large pizza subs, two








Being all they can be, Michael and Lee work on their
Marine Chemistry Lab for Dr. Libes.
Unknown sailor works on tying a knot.
Scott tries to find out what the cafeteria is
putting on the food.
"I am just so happy I can just spit.
Unknown student taking test.
18
He's looking radiant this morning. Isn't he?
An abandoned girl looking
for mother. Take that Doctor
.
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-i f\(~\ years ago, this area didn't even have a name. Just getting to the coast was
J_\J\J practically impossible. But thanks to some pioneering businessmen, this
beautiful beach has become one of the fastest growing resort locations in the nation. With
an entrepreneurial spirit, our pioneers built the first bridge, ran the first railroadand piloted
their own steamboats down the Waccamaw River. Later they diversified into the farming
business growing Irish potatoes by the tons.
By 1912 , the men who made up the Myrtle Beach Farms Company had incorporated
and even more Myrtle Beach landmarks began to appear on the map. The Pavilion, the
Seaside Inn, the Chapin Company General Store—all firsts! Soon after, golfcourses appeared
where cattleonce grazed. Office parks, medical centers, schools, amusements, banks and
ashopping mallsoon followed. Today Myrtle Beach FarmsCompany is one ofthe oldest,
most highly respected real estate development firms in the southeast.
Their rich history ofresponsible leadership andcommunity spirit continues to shape
the character ofMyrtle Beach, the Grand Strand and Horry County. Myrtle Beach Farms
Company. They put Myrtle Beach on the map, and maintain a heritage as the corporate
leader for the quality growth of this superlative resort community.
m
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Pat Singleton surrounds herself with two of the
most wanted guys at Coastal. GET IT PAT!
Who says that administration and students can't




Would you believe that this isn't a pose?"


MARINE SCIENCE: DOWN AND DIRTY
Some students lend Dr. Gayes a hand while coring. Mike Pearson poses for G.Q.
w>
Miss Coastal finally hits the water. She has helped the Marine Science




Business was slow on Activities Day.
Has the day gone to the birds?
I think we can put him out
on 501 for advertising.
Look mom no hair net.
CAMPUS UNION
Coordinator: Marie Mitchell
Assistant Coordinator: Cyndee Lewis
Public Relations Coordinator: Carlton Bridges
Treasurer: Cynthia Davis
Secretary: Paul Landes
Campus Union is the major campus organization which programs educational and social
activities for the college community. Campus Union sponsors concerts, coffeehouse programs,
dances, comedies, and talent shows. The organization is composed of students who volunteer
their time to provide entertainment for fellow students.
We Don't Take Complaints
.


















a lot about where
you'll be playing. 1
IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER,
THE NEXT BEST THING IS
BEING A GUEST OF A MEMBER.
CALL YOUR FAVORITE TODAY!
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP HOTELS
AddreM Phong ,
Beach Colony Resort 800-222-2141
Beach Cove Clarion Resort 800-331-6533
Bluewater Resort 800-845-6994
Breakers Resort Hotel 800-845-0688
Caravelle Resort Hotel & Villas 800-845-0893
Caribbean Motel & Villas 800-845-0883
Coral Beach Resort 800-843-2684
Dunes Village/Pan American 800-648-3539
The Myrtle Beach Hilton 800-248-9228
The Inn 800-845-0664
Ocean Dunes/Sand Dunes Resort Hotels 800-845-0635
Ocean Forest Villa Resort 800-845-0347
Palms 800-528-0451
Patricia Grand 800-255-4763
Radisson Resort Hotel 800-289-4300
Ramada Ocean Forest Resort 800-522-0818
Sands Ocean Club 800-845-6701
Sands Beach Club 800-845-6999
Sea Island 800-548-0767










C^onqratulationS to all \
of uou former Seniors. ZJh
3
^Artheneum as welt as the ?&
School wishes uou the best.
|
Jsf has been a lonq hard |
f-iqht to where uou are J
toaau. ^Arll of uou share #
in Satisfaction of knowinq \
uou made it! With the I







nothinq but the beS
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e Library in Myrtle
Ribhards, (The Arreaza*), and
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BUS STOP
lT COASTAL CAROLINA
I'll give you till noon tomorrow to leave town.
Sheriff Howdy Doody stands in the shadows
to make sure there is no crime of the heart.
'I'm a little Tea Cup, short and stout . . .'
Cherie (left), played by Nina McDuffie, and bus driver Carl
(right), played by Sean Pierce, spend some time chatting
with restaurant employees Elma Duckworth (left center),




\cting Student Government Association Officials are left to right: Andrew Wiest, Treasurer; Rachelle





Left to right: Sabrina
Goff, Traci Scott, Val-





Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority was founded January 15, 1908. The purpose of this organization
is to promote high scholastics, unity among college women, and community service.
The Afro-American Student Association is an organization of and for Black and Minority
students of the Coastal Carolina college who have united together to aid in the creation and

























The Astronomy club holds stellar and planetary observation sessions which are open to all
students. Also many activities such as trips to area planetariums are held during the semester.
Astronomy
Club
















Young Men Interested In Brotherhood is a local fraternity whose purpose is to bring about a





Left to right: First











land, Kevin Young, De-
rik Jones.
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The Biology club has been created to bring people with an interest in science together to




Left to right: First






















Third row: Gary Allen,
Lionel Brown, Ramona
Davis, Eric A. Hunn
The objectives for RSA are geared toward supporting your goal of getting your college
degree. One of our primary goals is establishing and maintaining a perpetual scholarship









The Concert Choir provides opportunities for students to express themselves musically.
Concert Choir director Carolyn Cox, is entertaining and energetic. Her creative and
innovative teaching styles allow us to learn and enjoy music.
Concert
Choir

























IENC is an organization established to unite students of music, music education, and
anyone else interested in music.
MENC
Left to right: First
row: Jordan Alex-
ander, Carolyn Cox,
Dee Ann Smith. Sec-







This fraternity forms a strong bond, uniting students and teachers of the law with members of
the Bench and Bar in a fraternal fellowship designed to advance ideals of liberty and equaljustice
under law; to inspire the virtues of compassion and courage; to foster integrity and professional
competence; to promote the welfare of its members; and to encourage their moral, intellectual,


























The Upstage Company is an organization for students interested in Theatre Arts. It pro-
vides opportunities to produce plays directed by students, to attend state and regional theat-
re conferences, to bring in guest speakers, to provide theatre services requested by other or-
ganizations, and to enjoy the company of others who share the same interest. General
support for the Theatre Department comes mostly from the membership of this organiza-









Bear, Mary Beth Hen-
derson, Kathy
Thompson, Divina Per-
ez, Annie Dew, Jen-
nifer Hatchett, Bren-
















Campus Union is the major campus organization which programs educational and social
activities for and with the college community. Campus Union sponsors concerts, coffeehouse
programs, dances, video programs and special programs such as comedies and student talent
shows. Campus Union is composed of students who volunteer their time to produce programs for
their fellow students. Campus Union's advisor is Mrs. Pat Singleton-Young, Assistant Dean of
Students at Coastal Carolina.
Campus
Union

















The Chess and Indoor Gaming Society meets twice a week to play and study games of different
strategic genures. We have a specialization in role playing games like Dungeons and Dragons, Car
















SIGMADELTA PHI has many scheduled events during the year that are both social and
service in nature. The sorority has sponsored student/faculty teas, assisted other organiza-
tions in their fund raising and service activities, conducted bake sales and car washes,
sponsored a child through the Christian Children's fund, visited nursing homes and shelter
home, arid has participated in campus activities such as the Lip Sync Contest, Homecom-
































Omicron Delta Kappa, The National Leadership Honor Society, was founded December 3, 1914, at Washington and and Lee
University, Lexington, Virginia, by fifteen student and faculty leaders. In the tradition of the idealism and leadership of George
Washington and Robert E. Lee, the founders formulated the idea that teaderslnp of exceptional uality and versatility in college
should be recognized, that representatives in all phases of college Kfe should cooperatein a worth-while endeavor, and that
outstanding students, faculty and administration members should meet on a basis of mutual interest, understanding and
helpfulness.
Row 1: (L-R) James L.
Adams, Jr. (Pres), Thi
Ngyen (Sec/Treas), Patsy
Alexander (Vice-Pres),
Lyda Green, John Hen-
son. Row 2: Dr. Ron Ea-
glin, Christy Holmes,
Wanda Fe Scruggs, Mi-




Susan Gray. Row 4: Hal
M. Mitchell, Teresa Car-
son, Rachelle Drakeford.
Row 5: George L. Will-
iams, Sr., Michael Judin,
Regina Bechtler Simpson,
Rodolfo Rubi. Row 6:
William Lewis, Karen
Thomas, Dawn Whitmire,




Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin
MESSAGE FOR THE YEARBOOK FROM DR. RONALD G. EAGLIN
I hope each of you enjoys the 1989-1990 edition of our campus yearbook. The yearbook serves as a benchmark for an
institution and those students who were in attendance. Students who graduate from the institution look back often to see
familiar faces and to renew in their minds those experiences they had at the College. Coastal Carolina College is a dynamic
institution that has changed greatly in recent years. This growth of physical facilities and growth in the student body will
continue into the foreseeable future; therefore, it is important that we document our history to help us remember how the
campus evolves.
My congratulations to the yearbook staff for many hours of hard work and to you the readers for supporting them. I hope this






Congratulations to the Atheneum staffand others involved in the successful production of this 25th Anniversary Atheneum.
It is a milestone for student publications on our campus and is as much a tribute to the 1989-90 yearbook as it is to the first one,
1964-65.
Each issue of the Atheneum has built on the success of the previous year. Each is different, each is unique, each has its own
character — yet each is a photographic essay of the College's history.
Nothing captures the enthusiasm of a campus — the making of friends, the making of smiles, the making of memories — as
does a college yearbook. Nothing from a college's history stimulates fond memories faster, puts a twinkle into the readers' eyes
quicker, or evokes faded emotions faster than does the Atheneum.
I hope that you enjoy this Atheneum as a memento of a special time for all of us. My best wishes to each of you — now, and
each time you open this book in future years.
}




Theta Sigma is a new local sorority. Members are Libby Bennet, Debbie Briggs, Allison Busbin, Tammy Toogood, Leanne Howe, Debbie Nelson, Mindy Spires, Julie
Smith, April Leagans, Jeanine Hunt, Stacey Lankford, Jenny Hatchett, Divina Perez, Gina Alonzi, Amy Morris, Sabrina Pinion, Jenny Barnwell, and Caroline
Flowers.
The Theta Sigma girls were busy preparing first semester for a visit from that national sorority, KAPPA ALPHA THETA. Look out nationals — the Theta Sigs are hot.
The THETA SIGMA advisors are Dr. Kathy Patrick and Trenna Page.










"YOUR FULL SERVICE COMPUTERIZED DRUG STORES"
HOSPITAL FREE PRESCRIPTION
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 1k DELIVERY BY THE
WHEELCHAIRS B^ *' MEDICINE DROPPER
SALES & RENTALS W^*
SICKROOM & FIRST AID "^
t
^^, RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES
SUPPLIES AMERICAN GREETING CARDS
449-3325 449-3394
EMERGENCIES 449-3102 OR 293-2688 EMERGENCIES 449-4059 OR 449-3325
6105 N. KINGS HWY. 7800 N. KINGS HWY.
DUNES STATION POST OFC. . . . 449-2332
(Located Inside Northside Pharmacy)
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Dr. Stanton, or is it Dr. Trapper John M.D.?
(must be community service).
"Coffee anyone?" Dr. Libes asks while mixing the
potion for the best Mocha on campus.
That's right Dr. Gayes, Miss Coastal is sea
worthy!
46
Jean Slabough, "A smile a day keeps the Atheneum





'Yo — Ms. Starbuck, Have we got a job for you!"
!
Dr. Marsh, "Caution! I saw Big Bird and boy did
he look pissed!"
'Come on Pat! We told you we'd be back."
47



















'To Be or Not to
Dr. Freeman, Assistant Dean of Science, is only too
happy to pose for the Atheneum camera.
Professor Banta is a sea-
man true blue, he'll make a
sailor out of you!
Relax Professor Boyles!




Dr. Historical Hicks is always
there for a good party.
Dr. Paul Rice A.K.A. Dr. Do-Little, our cherished Atheneum Advi-
sor, glares at our camera. Thanks for Everything!
I
Professor Shackleford of Theatre and Arts
self go! Discover who you are!"
. "Let your-
1
Professor Nancy Goettel, "Are you still
with me?!"
Professor Fuchs, really Dr. Roy Russell, "I think
appreciates our fine staff therefore I am."





A dark knight on a white horse rides across a bitter pain-swept tundra. His own grayness and the
cracked, worn leather of his saddle contrasts the magnificent steed he sits astride. Close inspection, as if
you could get close to him at all, reveals he spends more time taking care of the beast than himself.
Hundreds of wounds from thousands of skirmishes have been left untended. He sits slope shouldered
scarred body and soul — the only defect on this outstanding animal. Suddenly he jerks bolt upright,
groans, and lists off to one side— the result of an untreated slash wound turned septic. His fall upsets the
careful balance of sweat and blood that holds the saddle together and it falls upon his body in a great
heap, spilling its supply of brushes and combs. The horse, curious at the turn of events that was befallen
its benefactor, turns and lowers its head to the prone form, sniffing. Summoning his last energies, he lifts
one gauntleted fist and strikes the beast a powerful blow to the side of its long head. The blow draws
blood, and the blood mars the beauty and perfectness of the image. The animal starts, rears, and gallops
off. His fist falls to his side, gently unclenching, and he turns and watches the swift-footed perfection run
full speed away, burdened only by the saddle-blanket he paid one hundred coin for. Bought to keep its
magnificent hide free of sores and blemishes. He smiles and hopes he left a scar.
Eric Timothy Rogers
Oh wonderful, clever, whirling ocean
Won't you cease that senseless motion
The stars and moon, they kiss your top
For this you will not even stop
Your sweet music, so soft and free





I climbed the door and shut the stairs
Said my pajamas and put on my prayers
Turned out the bed and jumped in the light









Keep your feet under the covers,
the Crawlnbites are awake under the bed
and oh-so-hungry for
your little girl toes.
Lie flat on your back
so the purple Screasaurus lurking in the closet
can't sneak
upon you.
And when you close your cerulean eyes —
Beware!




with long sharp claws
and a long black cloak —
red dragon eyes.
Caught in his winged embrace
his breath will freeze you
with the stench of moldy oatmeal
and gasoline.
Then he sneers, flicks his pointed tongue,
curls his cracked lips and says:









Great! Finally looks like I've got somebody
"How's it going today? You look like you
crazy enough to buy this car. Dumb thing
can spot a great deal. Isn't she a beauty?
has been on the lot so long. I was
Just got her in too. Fresh on the market.
afraid it would sprout roots. If that
Hasn't even had time to be washed yet.
college kid who owned it hadn't ragged
Car was owned by a responsible, young
out the engine, I could sell the engine
girl attending nursing school. Engine hums like
for parts. Show-off ruined the body
a new born baby. She's as solid as a rock and
structure on a phone pole. I got a
real sleek, designed for performance. I'm
great deal of it though. Repo. Only




DEATH OF THE LEAVES
How complete they are, come watch their glee
See them change from green, yellow, red and gold -
This each Fall is how the leaves grow old.
They joyfully accept their destiny.
Here is a difference that's plain to me —
It's in man's own death he is not so bold,
He celebrates in black so dark, so cold.
To appreciate life, is this the Key?
Grateful to nature, this they must be
In their spirit, the wind cannot hold,
But man stand's confused by what he is told.
Man takes nature for granted, this I see.
This is the difference I do believe





As I walk the path of life and all the courses that it takes
I see that I have made a great deal of mistakes . .
.
Through all the ups and downs I have remained strong
I really don't know if I can remain this way for long . .
.
It always seems my plight is overshadowing my gain
I don't know how much longer I can endure the bitter pain . .
.
No matter what I do, no matter what I say
Nothing ever seems to ever go my way . . .
Externally it looks like I handle things so well
Internally however, it is a living hell . .
.
I look back in the past to what could have been or what could now be
Those things that I wanted then are now so very distant from me . .
.
I wish sometimes I could have the things I let slip away
But you don't know you lost them until the present day . .
.
I have it all some people say I really can't agree
Material items don't mean a thing when your crippled emotionally . .
.
As I walk the path of life and all the courses that it takes . .
.
Anonymous
He tries to escape, but is captured by his master
once again.
No matter how far away he runs, he is always
drawn back helplessly to the fields
Even though he receives payment for his work,
a constant deduction seems to go to his owner
He seems like a puppet, his actions reflecting
the influence of his master
Regaining his courage, he plans an escape
and succeeds for a limited time
But just as before, seeing another person
drinking draws the alcoholic back to




Art done by Nina McDuffie, one of three
winners of the Atheneum Art Contest, cq
^
Home Sweet Home Summer Storm
Welcome to our dim lit home.
Don't try to use our telephone.
The cable television is not broken.
We can't afford the connection token.
Please be sure to turn off the juice.
Don't waste electricity when not in use.
Power costs too much to burn.
A whole lot more than I earn.
There is no ring, ring, ring.
There is no money for such a thing.
One-hundred thirty to hear a tone.
We will never get a telephone.
"I want my MTV!"
Someone please get it for me.
Cable is a longing desire.
Maybe soon, if paychecks go higher.
Moving out was going to be fun.
Now, I realize the concept was dumb.
It really costs too much you see.
Don't be a fool, take it from me.
Stay at home as long as you can,
Unless you have a money plan.
Mother knows best you soon will realize,
Living at home will lengthen social lives.
Collin Locklair
Humid green air sets in,
startled by fits of white
banging against trees:
brash white, unwary,
like a spoiled bear
nosing a garbage heap.
It must be the noise,
sudden as a metal lid
clanking to ground,
that brings on rain,
straight down,
heavy as syrup —
that whips up wind
from the south,
just beyond the sway
of right-angle pines.
In time
it must be the noise
that lumbers off
steals green, rain wind
the way the sated bear
swallows its growl




As I soared over the Shenendoah Valley of Virginia, the cool breeze swirling around my body, I had
only one thought. To get this thing landed before I bled to death. My heart was pounding, a cold sweat
was coming on, and my hand was throbbing. The pain in my right hand was excruciating; the dangling
skin was dripping with blood.
"Now think, Joe, is there any way to set this thing down safely and quickly?" I would just have to glide
her down easily, descent from the heavens as gracefully as a dove, which would take precious time.
As I was preparing myself for a slow, but steady, ride down to safety, a powerful gust of wind caught
the sail, jerking the entire craft (not to mention me) higher in the sky. "This will not be quite as easy as I
thought." Violently resisting the force of the wind, I shifted my weight down and into the blast of air. This
prevented my climb from continued acceleration. However, it did not stop the upward advance
completely.
I rode it out fairly well, and the wind eventually calmed. So I began my downward spiral, slowly
jockeying myself into the proper position by the constant shifting of my body; which was a chore,
considering the role hands play in those maneuvers. Surprisingly enough, all went well. With any
amount of good fortune I should be preparing to make contact with the ground in a few minutes. I
estimated that should take approximately five minutes.
My hand was still in agony. However, I no longer felt as desperate as before. In fact, the object of
concern had almost stopped bleeding. I decided not to think about this hunk of dripping-red flesh until I
was in a position to take care of it: safe on the ground.
Suddenly, a million different thoughts came to me. My mind began to race, dancing rapidly and wildly.
I was seeing flashes of places I remember from trips and weekend excursions: the MGM Grand casino
in Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon, the lights of downtown San Antonio, the Sears Tower in Chicago, and
the loop roads of Washington and New York City during rush hour. These images soared, moved, and
were almost alive. They changed repeatedly, going from one to another. It was as if I had lost control
over my mind, my sanity.
Just as suddenly as these scenes appeared, they vanished. Then I realized that I was about to set
down on level ground. I had no recollection of the battle to lose the final fifty feet of altitude — all the
shifting, twisting, and turning, strenuously working rarely-used muscles to force myself and the skycraft
lower and lower — until my feet touched the sacred earth.
61

Art done bjf Terri Gordon, one of three




Late at night or early in the morning, time is of no
importance when it comes to cheerleading practice.
Besides running 3 miles, swimming 50 lengths and
lifting weights twice a week, outside of practice, they
average six to eight hours of practice a week. Under
the new leadership of Coach Kim Grant, this team is
one of the best Coastal has had yet. They are very
optimistic about competing in cheerleading compe-
titions in the near future.
Not only did they support the basketball team, but
you could find them at other sports events as well. It
was clear to see they were full of spirit and pride in
our school.
Lisa Emmanuelle
Back row (L to R): Hal Mitchell, Mark Gura (mascot), Rhett Fowler.
Middle row (L to R): Kent Lamb, Amie Lang, Lisa Emanuele, Kristen
Grace, Denise Williams, Kenny McSorely. Front row (L to R): Kristie
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Brian Penny puts one up . .
.













RSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 5,
COASTAL CAROLINA CQLLEGE \J
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Front standing (L-R) Mary Perry, Sonya Trimbath Back (L-R) Mandy Floyd, Terri Steed, Stacy
Hughes, Stacy Phillips, Karen Dandridge, Shelly Leonard, Holly Bottar, Melissa Herbert, Lori Mann,
Lynn Smith.
The Lady Chants finished the 1988-1989 season with a 14-14 record, Coastal's first .500 season since joining the
ranks of NCAA Division 1 in 1986.
This season seems to be more promising with the return of Sophomore forward Holly Bottar and Junior Rhonda
Grant who both earned all conference honors. Grant led the Big South in rebounding last year, while Bottar dazzled




Standing (L-R): Coach Barney Headley, Coach Perocy Custudio, Svien Palsson, Dean Herritty,
Maruncio Araya, Guy Naucott, Ray Fueller, Derek Nelson, Eric Schmitt, Derek Lennon, Kuistjan
Einausson, David Maerek, Coach Nuno Piteria, Head Coach Paul Banta. Sitting (L-R): Luduik
Beragason, Abdullah Hadded, Hilmar Arnason, Fernando Valenzuela, Reggie Pierre-Jerome, David
Skulason, Michael Farnham, Keith Tarnusch, and Erich Kuknke. Missing from photo: Davon Seeric,
Graham Rowlands, Julius Thorjinsson, and Bjarki Johausson.
Coach Paul Banta is looking forward to a great season this year. The Chanticleers have had two conference
championships since 1984 and Coach Banta is striving for yet another conference championship to add to his belt
this year. With the help of forward Hilmar Arnason, midfield Dean "Dino" Herritty, and forward Eric Schmitt this












Bottom (L-R): Dana Lam, Sonya Trimbath, Lynn Smith. Middle (L-R): Karen Dandridge,
Dawn Rhodes, Lori Header, Heather Schewchuck, Anna Hollis. Top <L-R): Manager Linda
Cermak, Laura Egan, Michelle Allison, Beth Miller, Carrole Schilling, Debbie Mintz, Angie
Roof, Susan Simmons, Head Coach Debbie Fore.
Senior
Sonya Trimbath
After an 8-17 season last year, Debbie Fore in her
second year ofcoaching at Coastal this year is hoping to
bring home a volleyball championship. With outstand-
ing players like Dana Lam, Sonya Trimbath, and Lynn
Smith this season could be one chock full ofexcitement.
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Left to Right: Coach Pat Lightle, Myrtle Grose, Kip Kingsmore, Mark Romer, Randy Stokes, and Pearce Taylor.
BASEBALL TEAM EYING NCAA BID IN 1990
by Pat Mashburn, Asst. Sports Information Director
The news had just come across the wire and Coastal Carolina head baseball coach John Vrooman was elated. It's not that he
needed any more incentive going into the 1990 season after having won the Big South Conference Championship in 1989, but
the fact that the Big South Conference received an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament was a definite boost.
Vrooman, the chairman of the Big South Baseball committee, knew it was coming, but did not expect it this year.
As the team prepares for the 1990 season, last year's record of 33-15 is cause for optimism. For example, Coastal Carolina, one
of the smaller Division I teams in the nation, could have played a soft schedule and won 40 or 50 games, but played against the
big boys and held their ground in addition to carving out a 15-3 record against big South Conference opponents.
From the Atlantic Coast Conference, the Chanticleers played North Carolina, North Carolina State, and Clemson for a total
of eight games. Coastal was 4-4 versus the ACC. On March 1, when they defeated North Carolina 14-10, the Tarheels were
nationally ranked. The situation was the same on March 17 when Coastal upended N.C. State, 8-1.
Against in-state rival South Carolina, the Chants were 1-1, winning the first meeting, 5-2 on March 29, 1989 and falling in the
second contest, 10-3.
Now you get an idea of the enthusiasm running high about the team in 1990.
To prepare for the Big South Conference Tournament and a possible NCAA Tournament bid, Coach Vrooman has put
together yet another tough schedule that should have the team prepared for tournament time.
In addition to nationally ranked North Carolina, North Carolina State, and Georgia Tech, Coastal entertains other ACC
powers Maryland, and Clemson. Coastal opens up the season with a weekend series in Atlanta, Ga. against the Yellow Jackets
Feb. 9-11.
Also on the schedule is one game against in-state rival South Carolina which will be at Coastal on April 25.
Coastal closes out the season with a three-game series at home against Central Florida on May 5-7.
The Big South Conference Tournament, which will be double elimination, will be held at Coastal Carolina May 12-15.
The winner gets an invitation to the big dance, the NCAA Tournament and will earn the distinction ofbecoming the first Big
South Conference sport to qualify for an NCAA bid for post-season play.
73
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Dr. Piroch demonstrates for the Coastal
students what not to do when pulled for a
D.W.I.
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'Blow harder Dr. Piroch!!" Officer Andreucci carefully explains to the participants
just how drunk they really are.
"What? Free Beer!?! Sure! I'll be
the perfect example!" Just josh-
ing Kim.
Alcohol Awareness Day at Coastal Carolina
Dr. Joan Piroch, Dr. Joe Mazurkiewicz, and Kim Mon-
tague, along with the South Carolina Highway Patrol. It
was geared to show how alcohol effects the body.
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Uninvited "Preacher Man" Visits Coastal Carolina
By: William McGuire
Preacher Man looks at his wife with question and asks
"What have we gotten ourselves into?"
Preacher Man tries to quote something from the Bible and
fails but swears that its in there somewhere.
During this fall semester of 1989, a man of irrational
and immoderate beliefs walked onto the campus of
Coastal Carolina College. He carried a Bible and shoul-
dered a seven-foot, wooden cross. The cross was paint-
ed as a semblance of blood.
Leaning against his cross, the man began to de-
nounce students in a sanctimonious and accusatory
tone. At one point he even declared that the students
would all go to hell, because they were attending college,
a corrupt and immoral institution by nature.
As one might expect, the students quickly rose to
their own defense stating their reasons for attending
college and pursuing certain goals. Of course, a rational
and intelligent argument was not possible with the
fellow bearing the cross. It is impossible to reason with
someone who substitutes faith for logic and emotion for
reason, and it always will be.
What is important is not whether or not the students
were able to convince the "preacher" that their ideas
and beliefs were good or right, but that they knew
exactly what those ideas and beliefs were. All too often
we are allowed to slide along in this world without being
challenged as to who we are and what we believe in, and
that is a shame.
The world may not shout, "You are wrong," as loud
and direct as the visiting "preacher," but it is always
asking "Who are you?"
For our own benefit, let's all perk up our ears and find
the answer. Just remember, the world can't hear your
response, it will only be able to see it.
Preacher Man tells Coastal students that they
are all going to hell for getting an education.
Clay Fearrington — Photographer
Lisa Thompson — Assistant Editor & Debbie Nelson — Editor
Additional Chanticleer Staff: Jim Hall, Ira Hertzoff, Beverly Elkins, Patrick Hare, Barbara Ahrens, Joyce Dorman, Katherine Corso, Carol Floyd, Brian McGuire, Bill McGuire, Brian




Deb and Leesa take a buggy ride with i* r Look Ma! Bourbon Street!
Reginald and Miss Maybell















>eft to right: Neil Gielstra, Suzi Epling, Glen
rielstra.
Front: Michael Clark. Back (L-R) Mary LeComte, Carmen
Chill, Clay Fearrington.
This is your 89-90 Atheneum Yearbook Staff. Each year the staff
puts together your yearbook and the best thing about the whole thing
is that you even get a grade if you are on the staff. Lots of
participation is needed and any coastal student is welcome to join the
staff. Ifyou want credit for doing so, you must sign up for English 220.
1989-1990 Atheneum Staff
As the singing cab driver says "It just
be's that way sometime."
Mike and Carmen are all smiles as Fred the Conehead catches a ride with a
the plane leaves South Carolina. Coastal group to the airport.
In mid-November, The Chanticleer and Atheneum publications attended the Associated Collegiate Press National
Convention in New Orleans. Present at the convention were Mike Clark, Carmen Chill, Clay Fearrington, Debbie Nelson, Lisa
Thompson, and Jean Slabaugh. We all gained some very valuable information, and as you can see had a lot of fun doing it!
Famous Bourbon St. in New Orleans
LA.
Coastal group eats at famous Cafe' Coastal group eagerly awaits for
Du Monde in New Orleans LA. the next plane to New Orleans LA.
Could it be a male Homecoming Queen? Gary Benner






Wayne Chestnut and Joann Wiegand
were the first students to earn a bacca-
laureate degree.
Following in the footsteps of Gary Ben-
ner, Mike Gatewood was elected Home-
coming Queen of 1984.
What a better way to
celebrate May Day than
with a May Pole.
I don't believe the vative fashion for
rest of the guys here guys,




All smiles as Deborah Lee Paterson poses as the
new 1974 Miss Coastal
Isn't she beautiful, Betty Hendrick Miss Coastal 1969
Dr. Ronald Eaglin poses with the lady of the hour,
Louanne Moore, Miss Coastal 1988











BREAST CHICK 85 HAM
:ISHWICH 55 HAM & EGG
>TEAK or PORK EGG
SAUSAGE & EGG BAR B




















Early on September 22, 1989 the winds
and waters along the southeast coast begin
to get strong, and as the night drew on they
got even stronger, awaiting Hurricane Hugo
to hit.
Surfside Pier, Surfside, SC





This house in Garden City, SC was totally
destroyed by Hugo's strong force.
V {^
This Pier didn't hold back Hugo by any means.
Ocean Blvd. Garden City, SC after Hugo.
Ocean Blvd. Myrtle Beach, SC The palm trees




a great disaster, it was
the strongest hurricane
since Hurricane Hazel in
1954. Both registered as cate-
gory 4 on a scale of 1 to 5. Hurri-
cane Hugo's estimated damage
ras around 5 billion dollars for the
entire South Carolina coastline.
Debris from Hugo was strewn across many lawns.
Nothing was spared from the strong
winds.
The National Guard
had a hard time
after Hugo but, you
couldn't tell here.
^"H* -
Coastal Council would be impressed











"Myrtle Beach drivers bad, I don't believe it.'
Evil Kineval's new ramp.
POOL
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SPILLANE
ickey Spillane's fictional character Mike Hammer
is a tough straight shooting detective who is never at a
loss for words around women. Mike Hammer comes
from the old school of detectives. Mickey comes from
the same piece ofterry cloth. He is attentive, warm, and
above all things extremely at ease. The tough image
persona of Mike Hammer slips into a story telling
person who enjoys telling a story over the inherent
notoriety.
s*
barely. My area was strewn with foreign copies
of my booksand probing tourists think this must
be spy heaven. Matchbook sized individual ash-
tray and pencils with the famous LITE logo of
TV fame go from creekside to Highway 17.
So did my new book. At least three quarters of
it. I found two chapters, but Hurricane Hugo, led
by a 135 mph blast took everything out in that
mad charge. Today, everything is upstairs.
Downstairs is one big hole where insurance
adjusters try to pick the rest of the rubble apart.
ButjweVe still^here. The three cats survived.
There are some horned toads under the neigh-
bor's house and where they came from baffles
me. However, by this time next year we should
be baclTto normal. I hope.
I still think Hugo was a Yankee dog. **&£
M.S.
JACK
Known as Jack by his friends, he sits by 707 and waves to his many passing friends. His companion in life is his dog named
fondly, my little black baby. Jack is a pillar to our community. He boasts that he has never consumed a drop of alcohol or lied. If









Some of the Best
Things Never Change
Pepsi Cola







BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
"Faces only a mother could love II"
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The following people:
A) Were out all night
B) Had a 7:30 A.M. class
C) Were drugged
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Ben Gleason takes
over as the new
S.G.A. Viee-Presi-
dent.
Left to Right Joyce Dorman, Susan Grey, Sheila Bourgoyne, Lyda
Elizabeth Green, Janet Graham, Connie-Lynne Leader
Fletcher, Debbie Egner, Perri Anne Boling
Like dark rolling mountains
That crumble at his command
The fury of the waters
The sinking of the sand
The danger this encounters
To fishermen in distress
The swimmers fear, the childrens cheer
It's beautiful mone the less
It's also very tranquil.
To many a troubled soul
The refreshing of the cool salt air,
To make the baby whale.
The sound of the waves against the shore
Is something to make you rest.
This ocean god created
Is nothing but the best.
Susan Long
THE EDUCATION CLUB
L-R: First row: Sandra Parker, Sudha Patel, Mimi Finley
Second row: Amy Etheridge, Robin McPherson, Louanna
Selwa, Tonia Politis Third row: Sheena Beverly, Donna
Mitchell — President, Felisha Clark Fourth row: Pat
Anseaume, Andrew Houck, Karen Kaiser.
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next to Brendles on
Highway 501 West
Bowling and Recreation Center
236-1020
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Come on out to where
the fun times roll
• 32 Lanes - 8270 AMF Micro Processor Pinspotters •
• Pro Shop • ///AecuScore • Meeting Room •





















1990 COASTAL CAROLINA WOMEN'S GOLF
TEAM — Assistant Coach Hal Ruska, Sherry
Rauckhorst, Maria Barker, Dawn Chenausky,

























































































































L-R John, Steve, Larry, and Michael, also known
as the Four Horsemen.
112
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Cynthia Bellamy Stephanie Bellamy Crystal Benfield Perri Boling
113





Annette Collins Jeffery Corley
m
Joseph Coward Kelly Decker
Nancy Dolbier Martin Eder
Terry Edwards James Ernst Donna Everett Mariam Finley
115
Kim Fletcher Deborah Floyd Denise Floyd Arthelia Ford
Benjamin Gleason Leah Godsey Pamela Golden Bonnie Gore
116
Valerie Gore Kevin Grainger Rhonda Green Jeffrey Gregory












Deanna Isoldi Jack Jenkins Darcy Jones Elizabeth Jordan
117
Stacy Kachulis Michael Kelly Duane Kephart Kirk Kirkland
Tres Kirkland Have iiv. uwuU1 ,
But look about,




Kirk Koneski Debra Lacourse Jennifer Landcaster Mary Le Comte
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Brenda Major Lora Mauney Tim McCoy William McCutchen
Hal Mitchell Benjamin Neeves Thi Nguyen Janna Nystrom
119
Caroline Parker Senetta Parker Keitha Peay Robert Phillips
Tara Piver Pamela Plyler Shannon Poston Donna Radcliffe
120
Debbie Rahn Kari Rangel Jana Richardson Kimberly Rubi
Amy Sawyer
NOWAY
I AM THE ICEBERG;
AND YOU ARE THE SUN.
WE'LL NEVER BE TOGETHER
OR UNITED AS ONE.
NO FLAMING ROMANCE,
NO BURNING DESIRE,
CAUSE WHEN YOU MELT MY
COMPOSURE,
I PUT OUT YOUR FIRE.
LAUREL PHELPS
Traci Scott
Scott Starnes Beth Surdakowski Josh Tallentire Darren Taylor
121
Crissy Thompson Toyota Tillman
a
/
Sonia Twitty Sonja Vertacnik
Dawn Williams Todd Wilson Maxine Whiteside
"THE HOUSE WHERE A SOLDIER USED TO LIVE"
Kids are breaking windows in an old abandoned house; shattered glass
falls on a moldy old carpet, and a moth-eaten copy of the Times.
Outside, where children once played at war in the yard, now only the
weeds grow up, to stand a lonely guard.
The floorboards creak and groan by day, with the cellar full of rats,
a Bluebird nesting in the chimney, and the gables full of bats.
And a dusty medal box sits on a shelf in the downstairs closet; a last












Kelly Blake Willie Blow Yvonne Boulanger Heather Boyd
123
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Debra Carter Susan Caskey William Clark Nicole Clowers
124
Mike Collins Paula Cook Lisa Cooke Katherine Corso
Cynthia Davis Rochelle Davis
David Day John Decatur Melanie Eberhardt Cathy Ellis
125






Leslie Freeman Brendan Frost Yvonne Gagnon Chris Glennon
126
hab
Kristen Grace Colette Haas Kate Haley Denise Hamilton
John Hezeres Kimberly Hills
Shanen Hills Gregory Hotto Junifer Hucks Stacy Hughes
127
Cindy Hunt Michael Ipock Kelly Ipock Sharon Jackson
Tracy Johnson Bruce Killiam Debra Kreamer
128
Aaron Kunder Eddie Lesaine
Ml!
Cyndee Lewis Christopher Lockhart




Christina Pazoga James Pearson Pam Perritt Le-ann Perry





Lori Richardson Michael Ross
La Shea Sisk Julie Smith Jennifer Smoot Betty Sowell
132
m
Rachelle Steed Tammi Steed Tandy Stickler! Esther Suggs
»«SB»>::, .1..
Sandra Sullivan Trevor Tarleton
Donald Thompson Kathy Thompson Lisa Thompson Kelly Webb
133
Steven Westlund Demetrius Williams Thomasine Williams Kristine Zalewski
Computer Lab: I need help!! L-R Sandra Sau-
nders, Robin Lane
Chairman of Mathematics Department Dr.
Subhash Saxena is waiting for encouraging
news about his parking ticket.
Dr. William Hamilton, with a song in his
heart, demonstrates the art of Tic-Tac-Toe.
Professor Eugene Collins awaits the next
class in computer science.
134
Melissa Anderson Tony Anderson Mauricio Araya Brent Atwood
Wendell Barnes Sharon Barnhill
Jennifer Barnwell Lori Baughman James Beasley Kyle Bergin
135
Tara Booth Terri Boyd Michelle Brown Delphine Brumell
Crystal Camp Jason Carlyon William Coats Shawn Cole
136
Pamela Coleman Donna Cooke Jonnie Corcoran Edwina Cox




Sonja Gallucci Sharon Gamble Carmon Gibson Glen Gielstra
138
Michael Gillard Aimee Gilmore Patricia Grant Saenz Guillermo
i f i-_ • (
Renee Harris Jennifer Hatchett Leroy Holland Tammy Housand
139
Rjune Hughes Erich Hunn Lora Hyatt Lee James Jr.
.;.'>-
Phylis Johnson Terry Johnson Derrick Jones Rickey Jones
140
Amy Lang Sonja Largue Sherry Lea April Leagons










Ronald Leo Donna Leoklair Kent Leonard Lisa Lodzinski
141






Brian Mitchell Amy Morris Brian Munn Angela Nordeen
142
Karyn O'dell Dean Oliver Lisa Payne Divina Perez












Mara Springs Shame St. John Melanie Stouffer
144
rfi
Patrick Suggs Jeff Sumter Nancy Taylor Edi Tillman
Pamela Tyler Dia Tyner Todd-William Underwood Julie Van Dee
145
V <"~:>
Stephanie Wade Dana Watts Michael Wilburn Barbara Williams
Come on Debbie, the food in the cafeteria
isn't that bad!
L-R Cathy Ellis, Tori Brooks, Sonja
Vertachik, Kelly Webb, Shelly Tyler,
Ruby Price, Julie Ronan, Eileen
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SHARON HILL, PENNSYLVANIA
(215) 522-1338
The Day Everything Changed.





and sinewy beauty. |tt represente^a way of life. It was
the status quo. V
Ah, but the carllt {BBiHjMmlchiiie trying to
loulder its way into a lifesrylpthat was still notsh
completely at eas%ww .




And so in some unremembered.pasture, on some
unremembereqldal. fhalpeppje line|i!fiip to watch some
uiirememberea horse defend their way of life.
WHafih^'iMwasMlsIoryMV'l ERK JAN7
It didn't matter«thai thebaichadWoliS
The mere fact that it was there was a victory.
The automobile had arrived. And the technology and
tempo of an entire country-indeed, the entire world-had
changed forever.
Welcome To The New Century.
The urge to climb behind the wheel of
an exhilarating automobile and drive the
And ever since 1903, automobiles proudly




automobiles proudly wearing the Buick
name - men and women with a respect for
tradition and a deep appreciation of the































Conway/Florence (2)/Georgetown/Litchfield/Loris/Myrtle Beach/North Myrtle Beach/Surfside
Member FSLIC.




FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE
LAWN AND GARDEN NEEDS























MYRTLE BEACH SURFSIDE BEACH MURRELLS INLET CONWAY
U 2002 Oak Street D 300 N. Kings Hwy. D 99 Hun/. 17 Business Z 1500 3rd Avenue
D 79th Avenue N. m _sm m _ms 2iS-6293









"Shop Where People Care
About YOU"













5919 North Kings Highway
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
JOHN A CUMMINGS, Pres. (803)497-0211
WeWork
ForYou.
(SI i II *J
TheConwayNationalBank
MEMBER FDIC
Conway: 3rd Avenue, Main Street and Coastal Mall
Myrtle Beach: Northside, Socastee
Red Hill: Hwy 501 at Hwy 544
Surfside Beach: Fifth Avenue North
"Last year I was out of work. This year I have a
good job in a career I wasn't even thinking about!"
At North American
Institute of Aviation, you
come to be the best. But
you don't come to hang
around. Thirteen
months, not two to four
years, is all the time it




This means we can train you, qualify you, and make
you available for the aviation job market while it's still red
hot-while 8,000 new openings are estimated for next
year alone.
Current salaries for entry-level A&P jobs start from
$8 to $14 an hour. Experienced A&P technicians now
make up to $50,000 a year!*
Our accelerated A&P (airframe and powerplant)
program combines intense classroom instruction with
immediate hands-on training in our own dedicated hangars
at our own active airport.
On-site housing and
small classes also make
it easier for average
students to learn here
and succeed. (And our
location, fifteen miles
from famous Myrtle
Beach, makes it easier
for our students to
recharge their batteries
on the weekends!)
Want more information? Why wait? Call or write us now.
For more information about NAIA's 13-month profes-
sional A&P training program call now, toll-free,
1-800-345-6152.
North American Institute of Aviation
Conway-Horry County Airport, P.O. Box 680, Conway, SC 29526




601 Highway 544 (Near Coastal Carolina College)




our dough made fresh daily!
347-7444
FAST FREE DELIVERY
'Limited Delivery Area $7.00 Minimum Order Required)
SUBS Small Large
Meat Ball 3.50 4.75
Pizza Sub 3.50 4.75







Roast Beef 3.95 4.95
Super Sub 3.95 5.00


















Mushrooms, Green Peppers, and
Onions.
(6 items for the price of 5)
16" Lg. $1425
The House Supreme
Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon, Beef,
Italian Sausage, Bacon, Green
Peppers, Mushrooms, Onions and
Black Olives.
(9 items for the price of 6)
16" Lg. $15.75

























IN FOND MEMORY OF . .
.
Have you ever seen a rainbow?
Have you ever seen a rainbow,
Across the great blue sky?
If you have you know that rainbows,
Don't give you time to say goodbye.
Have you ever held a butterfly,
And wanted it to stay?
And just when you are happy,
It gets up and flies away.
When someone leaves the others,
The others are left behind,
May sometimes mourn their brothers,
But sometimes they are blind.
Although we feel their passing,
We've got to understand,
That while we sit here mourning,
They're touching great gods hand.
By Frank Eaton
5th grader at Myrtle Beach Elementary
Diane
Silipigni
Emily Fowler — She made you laugh un-
til you cried. (Allison Celiberti)
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THE ATHENEUM STAFF
WOULD LIKE TO THANK
THEFOLLOWINGPEOPLE
FOR ALL THEIR HELP












Harold C. and Brenda Fearrington Jr.
Harold C. and Marguerite Fearrington Sr.
Jacque, Zsa-Zsa, Fifi, and Pierre









Being Associate Editor has been a truly interesting experience. It is a very demanding
job handling the yearbook finances. After Hurricane Hugo came, advertisement sales
were slow. Thanks to the help of Clay, Neil and Glenn we turned it around. I don't know
what I would have done without you all. I would like to thank Mike for giving me the
opportunity to serve as his Associate Editor. Even though we exchanged many harsh
words over the months, we are still best friends. (I still would have done things
differently!!!) I would also like to thank my parents, Mr. & Mrs. Carmen Chill, for all their
support, understanding and love they have given to me. You two are the greatest and I feel
very lucky to have parents like you. A special thanks goes out to my grandfather, Richard
Dominick, who taught me a lot about life and the real world. He inspired me to be the best I
can be. I send all my love. Lastly I would like to thank my grandmother, Nancy Dominick.
Even though she is no longer with us, she will always live on in my heart and mind. It has
been a pleasure working with you all this year. Good luck next year.
Carmen P. Chill
Associate Editor
I would like to thank all that have helped with The 1989-1990 Atheneum. This has been
a very hard year for all of us due to the limited number of staff members. Next year I hope
there is more participation in order to produce an even better yearbook. As one may see,
the yearbook is improving year by year and I hope the tradition carries on.
Clay Fearrington
Head Photographer
What a Year! Thanks, Mike for letting me in the door, to this day I swear I thought those
trees were a driveway! It's been great working with you. I hope you get rich from doing
this. Thank You, Mark for supporting and loving me. You're the best. Thanks to my room-
mates Marie, Gina, and Ginger for showing me how to relax after a deadline. Ha! To the
rest of the Atheneum staff, see ya'll next year.
Suzi Epling
Layout Editor
I have only been on the staff a short while and have to say it has been an experience
(especially knowing Mike and Carmen)! I know next year will be just as fun as this one. I
would like to thank Stephanie and Shawn for being there for me when I needed them!
Also, the DINNER was GREAT!!!
Crystal Benfield
Atheneum Homecoming Representative
Moral Support and Music Selection
Advisor.
Thank you for letting me "Help" do layouts. Next year I promise not to chew up so many
pens, or to doody all over the black chair (Next year it will be the blue one).
Paco Bird
This year has definitely been a bizarre one. With Hugo, the Killer Snow, Parking, and
the Dorm Incident, it is amazing that anybody got much accomplished. I really enjoyed




The Atheneum is back and better than ever. It took a joint effort to
deliver this fine yearbook on time. Now there is but one page to be
finished and the very creativeness that has helped produce this yearbook
has all but stopped flowing. After 159 pages, one would tend to believe
that one more would be easy. Ha! Right now I am struggling for words.
The job ofcreating this yearbook from nothing but empty pages seemed at
the time to be such a monumental challenge. Now as I type, the end is in
sight both verbally as well as physically. I am so proud of my staff, for
without them none of this could have been done. They took every
challenge in stride. Hugo was no exception. I'd like to thank my parents,
Pat Singleton-Young, Carmen, and Clay for putting up with me all this
time. I know it hasn't been easy. I hope that the following yearbooks will
continue to improve, but to do so the student body needs to have more
input. The yearbook is a reflection of the school, and the students make up
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